
Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC)

From: Church, Leslie (SPAC/PSPC)
Sent: March 24, 2020 11:37 AM
To: Harris, Emily (SPAC/PSPC)
Cc: Murdock, Kelly (SPAC/PSPC)
Subject: RE: Draft weekly update on numbers

Something to think about: I think we may also need to have a way to signal different bulk orders. So in other words, we
are just in the process of getting our “bulk order #3” from PHAC. If we aggregate all the orders, all of a sudden we’ll look
like we are not filling the need.

Makings of bulk order #3 (just being worked on today)

Nitrile gloves (pair) – 8 million
Vinyl gloves (pair) – 8 million
Face shields - 6 million
N95 respirators – 6 million
Surgical masks – 10 million
Surgical masks with shields: -10 million
Hand sanitizer bottles: - 10000
Soap (Hand sanitizer foam): - 10000
Wipes - 20000

From: Harris, Emily (SPAC/PSPC)
Sent: March 24, 2020 11:08 AM
To: Church, Leslie (SPAC/PSPC) <leslie.church@canada.ca>
Cc: Murdock, Kelly (SPAC/PSPC) <kelly.murdock@canada.ca>
Subject: Draft weekly update on numbers

Some ideas I sent to the dept earlier.

Will hinge on health comfort. Any updates/context from either of you on that?

COVID-19 Federal Procurement Dashboard as of (month) (day), 2020

Infographic with total supplies ordered and total supplies received

Text with caveats:
Caveat 1: These supplies have been ordered by the federal government since XX day, some of
which have been ordered as bulk procurement on behalf of participating provinces and
territories. These are supplementary to the existing NESS as well as to the stock supplies that
exists in and is being procured directly by the provinces and territories.
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Caveat 2: insert re: integration and distribution from NESS or direct delivery to provinces
through bulk procurement orders.
Caveat 3: While some contracts are being filled with product on hand, many are being fulfilled
on an regular ongoing basis. Over the coming weeks, some companies that required time to scale
up their operations will begin delivery on a regular basis as well.
Caveat 4: Given the high global demand for these goods and a high risk level in global supply
chains, there is a possibility that not all contracts will be entirely fulfilled. This has been
considered in the procurement approach, and steps are being taken to meet our goal of being
overprepared.

Text with key takeaways and areas where contracts are in the works.

List of supplies / number ordered / number received.
Possibility of adding an infographic on the % of contracts currently meeting delivery timelines?
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